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1 of 1 review helpful Good By Kindle Customer Look Alike Lawman by Glynna Kaye4 STARSTexas Twin SeriesI 
like this series but I think I would like it better if just one writer had written all of the books better But have enjoyed 
them all so far and lookforward to the next book and can t wait to see what the answers are to why they were lied to 
and split up as a family and who sent them the bibles I f When big city cop Grayson Wallace visits an elementary 
school for career day he finds his heartstrings unexpectedly tugged by a six year old fatherless boy Gray offers to 
mentor the child but widowed mother Elise Lopez wants nothing to do with men in uniform Now he can t get the 
struggling Lopezes off his mind All he can think about is what family means mdash especially after discovering the 
identical twin brother he hadn t known he had in Grasslands Maybe a trip t Excerpt copy Reprinted by permission All 
rights reserved My daddy was a policeman too A bad guy killed him Grayson Wallace stared at the boy gazing up at 
him The little chin jutted in evident pride but the dark brown eyes searched his own for underst 
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in voice over robbie turner james mcavoy spoke of his love for cecilia tallis keira knightley and promised to return 
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shoulders as his masked officers are coming for them 
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